Board of Trustees

December 2018 Meeting Recap

The Ramapo College Board of Trustees met on December 17, 2018 and took the following actions:

- Approved minutes of its September 2018 meeting
- Approved Emeritus Status for Professor Francis Shapiro-Skrobe
- Approved Sabbatical Leaves to be taken in 2018-2019, recipients include: Maisha Amen, Patricia Ard, Erin Augis, Kelly Dolak, Marc Gidal, Pinar Kayalp, Rebecca Root, Mihaela Serban, and Gladys Torres-Baumgarten
- Approved the List of January 2018 Graduates Pending Conferral
- Approved revisions to Policy and Procedure 457: Controversies and Disputes
- Approved a series of personnel actions including:
  - Faculty Appointments: William Jones, Fariba Nosrati
  - Manager Appointments: Robert Doster, Fernanda Papalia, David Terdiman
  - AFT Professional Staff Appointments: Lisa Ambrose, Simaza IShak, Cesar Leon, Colleen Martinez, Stacy McDermott, Nicole Pedoto, Victoria Sciancalepore
  - AFT Professional Staff Reappointments: Daniel Archibald, Kristine Bersch, Elizabeth Brand, Justina Cassavell, Angela Daidone, Cardacia Davis, Christine Flon, Brian Goldberg, Danielle Graziani, Tushawn Jernigan, Quianay Laing, Chrisanne McGarvey, Cynthia Michalewski, Eric Montgomery, Angela Moore, Fernanda Papalia, Alexandra Polan-Clarke, Tanadjza Robinson-McCray, Tara Sager Catherine Santander, Alexandra Simone, Jessica Steinheimer, Barbara Stienstra, Ihor Sydoryk, Andre Turner, Heather Woodbridge, Deyu Xu, Lori Yanowitz
  - Faculty Reappointments: Gilad Cohen, Benjamin Fine, Changhee Lee, Rebecca Leung, John McTighe, Enrique Nunez, Kathleen Ray, Malavika Sundararajan, Nikhil Varma, Karen Wallace, Joel Weissman, Hilary Westgate
  - AFT Performance Based Promotion: Ramona Kopacz
- Approved mid-year adjustments to Teacher Education course fees
- Approved the appointment of the Ramapo College Public Agency Compliance Officer

The Board also:

- Swore in Alternate Student Trustee Mariella Zijdel
- Recognized, with the presentation of Emeritus Status, the contributions of retired Professor Frances Shapiro- Skrobe
- Received the NJS485 Report

Information regarding the Board of Trustees is available at ramapo.edu/board or by contacting Brittany A. Goldstein, Chief of Staff and Board Liaison, at (201)684-7609 or bwillia1@ramapo.edu.

The next regularly scheduled meeting of the Board will take place at 3:00p.m./7:00p.m. on April 8, 2018 in ASB520 and in the Trustees Pavilion.